SGA Minutes for 11/24/2014

**Attendance:**
Aaron Mccollum - Senator
John Wittenbel - Senator
Garrick Kautz - Senator
Caleb Stinemates - Temp-elect
Hillary Kirking - Senator
Melissa Kelly - V.P.
Dan Millis - P.
Krista Walker - Senator
Kelsey Randall - Treasurer
Alley Ballmer - P.C.
Tyler Cox - Secretary
Kristen Fillhouer
Jon Fons

**Agenda:**

Call to Order - Dan

Made sure Aaron got money from SGA members who voted to give Aaron money, to buy soda, to donate during Rock the Mic. - Dan

Discussion of Leaving the Study Garden Drawings Up - Dan

It was requested by Dr. Mcallister that the study garden drawings be left up through the holiday, in order to get more students to look at them, and vote for one that they liked. SGA decided to leave the drawings up.

Budget - Jon

Jon brought the budget sheet request form, for clubs, to the floor of SGA, and discussed it's updates. The updates would be meant to gather more information, and help advisors plan what they would need for the next term year. The updated form will be sent to staff, and a copy was given to SGA at the time of the meeting. The body of SGA collectively thought it was a good update to the form. SGA then discussed fund raising and how it concerns SGA. Jon also requested a budget committee be formed for the approval process of club budgets. Aaron, Melissa, Kelsey, Krista, Caleb, and Dan volunteered to be on that committee.

Discussion of Rock the Mic - Aaron

The body of SGA set a date for another Rock the Mic. It was decided the new Rock the Mic date would be on December 8 2014. Alley thought it might be troubling to put it on a Monday since students may forget about Rock the Mic over the previous weekend. Melissa motioned to only offer donated food items during Rock the Mic. John seconded the motion, and if passed unanimously.
Adjourn - Dan